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1.Composting from leaf debris in

University

 

Leaves or other plant debris found in a

small amount of University May be

useful as organic fertilizer or compost

(Compost) easily



 

 

Step 1 

 Preparation of raw materials Mix the mixed leaves, either fresh or

dried, with animal manure at a ratio of 3 to 1 by volume within the basin

or other containers. Fill the water with moisture. That makes the

material not too dry and not too wet Then set it aside in the shade 

Leaf debris is a source of carbon. While dung is a source of nitrogen and

microorganisms Which microorganisms need both carbon and nitrogen

to build cells and grow Providing suitable moisture will allow

microorganisms to decompose plant debris. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

Step 2

 Turn over, turn over the material in the container once a day. Reversal

is to add oxygen to microorganisms for use in decomposition. Which will

help speed up the completion of the process to just about 30 days.

Degradation in the presence of oxygen will not cause odor or waste

water. Keep checking the moisture, do not dry or too wet If the material

is too wet, anaerobic decomposition will result in a foul odor. The

solution is to spread the material in the sun. When it is good, bring it

back to the original container. 

 



 

Step 3

 Drying When turning back every day until the material in the container

reaches 30 days, the plant will change into a smaller size, soft, dark,

light and odorless. After that, still not used yet. Must be dried first by

letting it dry in the shade or to be exposed to the sun Organic fertilizers,

when dried, will be of good quality according to the organic fertilizer

standards of the Department of Agriculture. Which may be used to

cultivate vegetable garden to eat or grow organic vegetables for sale



2.Biogas production system from food waste

CSTR technology is a system that is thoroughly stirred

within the reactor. By mixing agitation Such technology is

a highly efficient degradation process. Because mixing

agitation will improve the contact between the nutrients

and microorganisms within the reactor. And prevent the

occurrence of floated debris at the water level (Scum) as

well as prevent sedimentation from the bottom of the

reactor In addition, it also helps to reduce the

concentration of nutrients to be reduced until not causing

problems to the system.

Aggregate organic waste disposal

system in a completely mixed

environment



Food waste biogas system is the natural product generated
during digester process of organic substance under

anaerobic digester. With Completely Stirred Tank Reactor
(CSTR) technology, the system can produce biogas. The
biogas produced from food waste, decomposable organic
material and kitchen waste, consisting of methane (CH4)

approximately 60-70% and a little amount of carbon dioxide
is an alternative fuel to substitute fossil fuel for cooking gas

(LPG) or used for electricity generation.



And all remaining organic wastes that

difficult to sort will be used as bio-fuel

for the power plant.

3.Biomass






